5T  - Announced frequencies for the 5T0SP DXpedition to Mauritania (24 November-10 December) [425DXN 1111] are:
  CW  1825 3515 7015  -  10113 14025 21025 24900 28025 50103
  SSB 1850 3790 7070/7165  -  14145 18125 21273 24980 28440 50115
  RTTY  -  7048  -  10138 14080 21080 24915 28080
  QSL via SP6FXY, direct or bureau (OQRS on Club Log). All QSOs will be uploaded to LoTW "after reasonable time". Further information can be found at http://5t0sp.dxing.pl/

7P  - Announced frequencies for the 7P8D expedition to Lesotho (23 November-3 December) [425DXN 1087] are:
  CW  1820  3520  7026  10105  14020  18075  21020  24895  28015
  SSB 1840  3780  7160  -  14185  18150  21220  24945  28480
  RTTY  -  7038  10138  14085  18102  21085  24922  28080
  Ten operators (DJ3CQ, DL2MDU, DL8JJ, K5LBU, VA7DX, VE7MID, VE7XS, ZS2DK, ZS2DL and ZS6RJ) will be running four stations; they will also participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest. QSL direct to ZS2DL. An OQRS will be available after the expedition. Logs will be uploaded to LoTW "within 6 months after the expedition has been completed". Further information at www.zs2dl.co.za/7P8D.html

9M2  - Special event station 9M4SEA will be activated for the 40th SEANET Convention, to be held in Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia on 23-27 November. QSL via 9W2TKK. [TNX The Daily DX]

C6  - Brian, ND3F will be active as C6AQQ from New Providence Island (NA-001), Bahamas on 22-28 November, CQ WW DX CW Contest included. Outside the contest he plans to focus on 12, 17, 80 and 160 metres. QSL via home call. [TNX The Daily DX]

CT9  - DL1CW, DL5AXX, DL8WAA, DJ2YA, DK7YY, UA9MA, UA9PM and UA9ONJ will be active as CT9/homecall from Madeira (AF-014) from 20-27 November. QSL via home calls. They will participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as CR3L (QSL via DJ6QT). [TNX NG3K]

FS, PJ7- Pete, VE3IKV will be active as FS/VA3RA from St. Martin (NA-105) on 23-28 November. He will operate CW and SSB on 10 and 6 metres, and will participate in the CQ WW CW Contest as PJ7/VA3RA from St. Maarten. QSL direct to VE3IKV. [TNX NG3K]

I  - Emilio, IZ1GAR will be active from Pantelleria Island (AF-018) on 22-26 November. He will participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as IH9R on 40 metres; outside the contest he will operate as IH9/IZ1GAR with a focus on the low bands. QSL via home call. [TNX IK1QBT]

JX  - Svein, JX9JKA has extended his stay on Jan Mayen (EU-022) until 11 April 2013. He is active on all bands SSB and digital modes. QSL via LA9JKA, direct only: Svein Rabbevag, Brendlia 12, 6013 Alesund, Norway. [TNX NG3K]

KH2  - Yoshi, JK2VOC will be active as KH2/JK2VOC from Guam (OC-026) on
23-27 November, including an entry in the CQ WW DX CW Contest. QSL via home call. [TNX NG3K]

P4 - Valery, R5GA will be active as P4/R5GA from Aruba (SA-036) on 22-28 November, including an entry in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as P4OF. Outside the contest he will focus on 30, 17 and 12 metres. QSL via UA3DX. [TNX ODX Bulletin]

TF - N3ZZ, UA3AB, WA6O, G3SWH, TF3DC, TF3Y and TF4M will be QRV as M/2 from TF4X during the CQ WW DX CW Contest. QSL via G3SWH (direct only, QRS at www.g3swh.org.uk); the logs will be uploaded to LoTW a few days after the contest. [TNX G3SWH]

TG - Martin, DL5RMH will be active as TG9/KF9LSG from Guatemala until the CQ WW DX CW Contest, and as TG9IDX from the contest until 13 January 2013. He operates holiday style on CW and RTTY. QSLs via DL5RMH. [TNX G3SWH]

V2 - Bud, AA3B will be active as V26K from Antigua (NA-100) on 22-26 November, including an entry in the CQ WW DX CW Contest. This will be an all CW operation on the contest HF bands only. QSL via AA3B. [TNX NG3K]

V4 - Andy, N2NT plans to be active as V47NT from St. Kitts (NA-104) on 19-26 November, including an entry in the CQ WW DX CW Contest. "The operation is dependent on getting the station back together", he says, as "there is a lot of work to be done there". QSL via W2RQ. [TNX NG3K]

V6 - Look for JA7HMZ as V63DX and JA7EPO as V63EPO to be active from Pohnpeii (OC-010), Micronesia on 23-28 November. QSL via home calls. JA7HMZ will participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as V6A (QSL via home call and LoTW). [TNX NG3K]

VK - Nick, VK4FMAG is the only amateur radio operator resident on Magnetic Island (OC-171). He runs low power into a rotary dipole 4m above the ground. Look for him around 21250 kHz. QSL direct to his home address. [TNX VK2DX]

VP2V - AA7V and N3DXX will be active as VP2V/AA7V from the British Virgin Islands (NA-023) from 21 November to 3 December, including an entry in the CQ WW DX CW Contest and possibly in the ARRL 160 Meters Contest. QSL via AA7V and LoTW. [TNX NG3K]

VP5 - Dave, W5CW will be active as VP5/W5CW from 20 November to 11 December. He will operate CW and SSB on 160-6 metres, and will participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as VP5CW. QSL direct to W5CW. [TNX DX World]

VP8_sg - "At the moment I can only confirm that I am due at Bird Island on the 17th November where the intention is to carry out the base relief", Mike VP8CMH [425DXN 1121] reported on 15 November. "As soon as that is complete we will steam to King Edward Point. I should be able to post details of arrival the night before we get to KEP. I will not be taking sked requests and will only be operating SSB". Mike's callsign from King Edward Point, South Georgia is VP8SGK. QSL for via GM0HCQ (direct only), LoTW and eQSL. Please visit www.gm0hcq.com for updates.

YN - Mike, AJ9C will be active as YN2CC from Nicaragua on 20-28 November. He will operate CW, SSB and RRTY on 160-6 metres, and will take part in the CQ WW DX CW Contest. QSL via home call and LoTW. [TNX NG3K]
LOGS ---> A log search for P29NI (OC-099), P29VCX (OC-103) and P29VPB (OC-069) is now available at http://p29ni.yolasite.com/logs-online.php

PJ5J ---> The website for the upcoming PJ5J DXpedition (30 November-12 December) [425DXN 1123] can be found at http://www.ndxa.net/pj5j/.

PT0S ---> The DXpedition to St. Peter & St. Paul Rocks now runs three stations during the day and two during the night. The main challenges for the team are limited Internet access, a difficult physical environment and extremely limited space. For the time being the online logsearch now 12517 QSOs made until 0928 UTC on 15 November: not only do they have limited bandwidth, but also the satellite openings are very short and erratic. This causes severe delays in updates: "please bear with us", they say, "and do not 'over-dupe' us". They intend to make log corrections once they are back on land, but until then the logs are as published. Keep monitoring http://pt0s.com/ for regular updates

QSL VIA DK2BJ ---> Bernd, VK6AA reports that the new QSL manager for all of his VK calls (VK2IA, VK6AA, VK8VJ, VK9AA, VK9AA/9) is DK2BJ, who replaces DL8YR (SK since May). Bern will upload his VK logs to LoTW by the end of the year. [TNX K1XN and The Golist]

YI1IRQ ---> The genuine YI1IRQ, the callsign of the Iraq Amateur Radio Society, has been back on the air since 14 November. "The last legitimate QSO made by YI1IRQ prior to that was in August 2008", Alan 5B4AHJ reminds. "In the intervening period, this call was pirated".

+ SILENT KEYS + Recently reported Silent Keys include Georges Zanotto (F5DFN), Danilo Veggetti (I2VDX), Antonio Pezzini (I25KBK), Frank H Scotland (ZF1GC) and Petrus Jacobas Botha (ZS4PB).
OH3JR    Henri Olander, Helavalkeantie 15, 13270 Hameenlinna, Finland
PY1QW    Marcello Faria, P.O. Box 111.786, Cabo Frio – RJ, 28905-970, Brazil
SM1TDE   Eric Wennstrom, Licksarve 504, SE-622 65 Gotlands Tofta, Sweden
VK4FMAG  Nick P. Gallagher, 34 Mandalay Avenue, Nelly Bay, QLD 4819, Australia
VK6YS    Wally Gelok, P.O. Box 1009, Booragoon WA 6954, Australia
VP9KF    Paul Evans, 6809 River Road, Tampa, FL 33615, USA
YB9BU    Kadek Kariana SP., P.O. Box 106, Singaraja 81100, Bali, Indonesia
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